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Specifications

• Sustainable harvested Western Red Cedar
• Straight cut to suit 9/16" clips

Privacy and Shade

• Solid wood blades provide privacy.
• Wood blades give excellent energy efficiency in warm climates.

Finishing & Installation

Western Red Cedar blades are a natural material and as such will 
be susceptible to color variations and natural movement. Prior to 
installation or exposure to weather, all wood blade surfaces must be 
finished with a suitable exterior grade finish. The finish used should 
be ’non-tacky’ or ’abrasion resistant’ to avoid blades sticking together 
when closed. Dark colors can cause wood movement. The surface 
sealant should be re-applied to the sealant manufacturers instructions, 
to avoid weathering of the wood and minimise wood movement. The 
product warranty will become void if these actions are not adhered to.

Fit the seal by ensuring that it is in the correct orientation and is pushed 
firmly into the rebate as shown. Trim the seal at the edge of the blade to 
ensure that the louver assembly conforms to the specified water rating.

When installing the wood blades into the clips, care must be taken not 
to split the ends of the wood.

Slide the blade slowly into the top of both sides of the open clips. 

Flex one side and then the other in sequence while easing the blade 
into place. To help the blades to ease into the clips, spray the ends of 
the blades with clean water. When installed correctly the clip will flex 
back and firmly hold the wood blade. Ensure the seal is sitting correctly 
and not twisted once installed.

To remove straight cut blades use a paint scraper or butter knife to flex 
the plastic blade retainer out of the way.

Patents have been applied for.

Maintenance: The surface finish of the wood requires re-application 
as per the manufacturer’s specifications, to prevent discoloration and 
damage to the blades.

Seals extend to blade edges
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